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Title: Jack C. Valencia v. Classique Vinyl Products Corporation, Johnny Chang, and/or
Cantingas Manpower Services

Facts:
Jack C. Valencia filed a complaint against Classique Vinyl Products Corporation (Classique
Vinyl), its owner Johnny Chang, and Cantingas Manpower Services (CMS) for underpayment
of  salary,  non-payment  of  benefits,  regularization,  moral  and exemplary  damages,  and
attorney’s  fees  with  the  Labor  Arbiter.  When he  asked  to  attend  the  hearing,  Chang
allegedly told him not to report to work anymore, leading Valencia to amend his complaint
to include illegal dismissal.

Valencia stated in his sworn statement that he initially approached Classique Vinyl for
employment but was directed to CMS, where he signed a contract and was then deployed
back to Classique Vinyl. He worked from 2005 as a felitizer operator, then as an extruder
operator without a salary increase. He claimed non-payment of benefits, irregularities with
statutory deductions, and illegal deductions by CMS.

Classique  Vinyl  denied  direct  hiring,  indicating  CMS hired  and  occasionally  deployed
Valencia to them, with duties under CMS’s supervision. Classique Vinyl also argued there
was no employer-employee relationship with Valencia, and they were exempt from wage
orders due to having less than 10 workers. CMS denied an employer-employee relationship
as well, asserting that after deploying Valencia, they had no further control over him.

The Labor Arbiter dismissed the case for lack of merit, pointing to CMS’s documentation
indicating a legitimate placement agency, employment intermittency, and no evidence of
illegal dismissal nor underpayment.

The National  Labor Relations Commission (NLRC) upheld the Labor Arbiter’s  decision,
applying the four-fold test, which established CMS as Valencia’s employer.

The Court of Appeals (CA) concurred with the NLRC’s findings, denying Valencia’s Petition
for Certiorari and subsequent motion for reconsideration.

Issues:
1.  Whether  an  employer-employee  relationship  existed  between  Classique  Vinyl  and
Valencia.
2. Whether Valencia was illegally dismissed by Classique Vinyl.
3. Whether Classique Vinyl is liable for Valencia’s money claims.
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Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court denied the Petition for Review on Certiorari, affirming the decisions of
the CA, NLRC, and Labor Arbiter.  The Court found no employer-employee relationship
between Classique Vinyl and Valencia upon application of the four-fold test (selection and
engagement, payment of wages, power of dismissal, and power of control). The Court noted
that  Valencia’s  assertions  were  insufficient  to  establish  that  Classique  Vinyl  was  his
employer,  highlighting  inconsistencies  between  who  actually  exercised  control  and
supervision over him. The Court also acknowledged CMS’s documents which supported its
claim as a legitimate placement agency, dismissing the presumption that CMS was a labor-
only contractor.

Doctrine:
The Supreme Court reiterated the principle that the existence of an employer-employee
relationship  is  determined  by  the  four-fold  test:  (1)  selection  and  engagement  of  the
employee, (2) payment of wages, (3) power of dismissal, and (4) the power to control the
employee’s  conduct.  The  presumption  of  labor-only  contracting  does  not  arise  if  the
contractor can show substantial evidence of its legitimate status.

Class Notes:
– The four-fold test is crucial in establishing an employer-employee relationship.
– The burden of proof to establish an employer-employee relationship lies with the party
claiming its existence.
– The presumption of labor-only contracting can be rebutted by presenting evidence of
legitimate contractor status, such as registration documents and licenses.
– Substantial evidence is required to support claims in labor cases.

Historical Background:
This case demonstrates the ongoing challenges in the Philippine labor sector regarding the
distinction between labor-only contracting and legitimate job contracting, an area which has
been  susceptible  to  evasions  of  labor  law liabilities.  It  reflects  the  judiciary’s  role  in
scrutinizing employment arrangements to protect workers’ rights while balancing the needs
of businesses to engage in legitimate contracting practices. The decision plays a part in the
broader context of Philippine labor jurisprudence aiming to reduce abusive employment
practices and ensure fair treatment of workers.


